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Welcome!

• Thank you for your contribution to the success of JWST!

• Cycle 2 is the first time proposers are able to use on-orbit performance as a basis 
for proposals. 

• JWST is a complex observatory. Please do not hesitate to ask questions if some 
technical aspects of a proposal are unclear.



JWST mission status

• JWST launched on 25 Dec. 2021.
• Inserted into nominal L2 halo orbit.
• The telescope and sunshield deployed as 

planned.
• Propellant onboard to last >20 years of 

mission life.
• Completed 6 month commissioning period 

with all 17 modes ready for science.
• instrument modes ready for science
• Science and mission requirements are met 

or exceeded.
• JWST began normal science operations in 

July 2022



JWST Performance 

• Science performance is better than expected across the board
• Point-spread function is almost twice as sharp as requirements, and more stable.
• Pointing and guiding are better than expected (1 mas vs 4 mas requirement, 1sigma per 

axis).
• Sensitivities generally match or slightly exceed the Cycle 1 expectations. 
• As designed, JWST is limited by the natural sky, not stray light or thermal emission, for 
𝝺<12.5 um.

• Guide star acquisition successful ~95% of visits.
• Slew speed nominal, 90o in <60 mins, settling 30s (faster than GS Acq). 
• Moving target tracking speed up to 75 mas/s in Cycle 2.
• The Cycle 2 ETC generally implements the actual on-orbit performance. 

Rigby et al. 2023a+b, McElwain et al. 2023, Wright et al. 2023, Doyon et al. 2023, Böker et al. 2023, Rieke et al. 
2023, all PASP special issue.



JWST Data Downlink

• The data acquisition rate is a key resource for the
observatory!
• Hence the common APT data rate warnings. 
• Coordinated parallel observations are not free, but 

must be justified.

• We can downlink 57 GB/day via Deep Space Network.
• Mission requirement to downlink data for 8hr out of 24 

hr.
• Only 11% margin. To mitigate, we requested 12/hr/day 

of DSN.

• In general we can skip one ground contact with no 
impact.

• The on-board solid state recorder fills in ~24 hours. 
When the recorder is full, JWST will halt science 
observations, sit idle, and wait for ground instruction.



Micro-meteoroid avoidance

• JWST is designed to be resistant to inevitable impacts 
by micrometeoroids.

• On May 24, the C3 mirror segment was struck by a 
higher-energy micrometeoroid than expected.
• This impact did not significantly degrade the JWST 

performance, but the cumulative effect of many 
impacts will limit the diffraction limited lifetime.

• Cycle 2 implements a micrometeoroid avoidance zone 
(MAZ) to limit the degradation of the JWST wavefront 
error over the lifetime of the mission. 

• Several circumstances may force a target to be in MAZ
• Time critical observations
• PA limitations
• Popular targets (e.g., specific transiting exoplanets)

• Reviewers need not take the MAZ into account in 
reviewing proposals

• scheduling is STScI's responsibility



JWST Science Instruments



NIRCam observing modes



NIRCam features and caveats

• Scattered light artifacts
• Dragon’s breath, claws, wisps, ginkgo leaf, tadpoles, 

shells
• Snowballs

• Extreme cosmic ray impacts
• Persistence
• WFSS field of view

• Not the same as the imaging modes, and varies with 
filter

• Very long integrations (1000s) will be affected 
by cosmic rays

• Sufficient dithers (>=4) usually very helpful



NIRSpec observing modes



NIRSpec features and caveats

IRS^2 readout mode to manage 1/F noise 

1/F noise and IRS^2 readout
• Cosmic rays and snowballs
• Cosmic rays are limiting for long integrations 

(>~1000s)
• MSA leakage
• Failed open shutters affecting MSA and IFU

observations
• Optical shorts
• May affect observations as a “glow” 

• MSA observations are not submitted with final
plans
• Those are finalized after selection when a

position angle is assigned to a program.



MIRI observing modes



MIRI features and caveats
MIRI MRS fringes

• Need for dedicated background 
observations
• MRS spectroscopy if source is extended
• Need for background observations for point 

sources is questionable.
• Cruciform detector scattering
• Brighter-fatter effect from saturation
• Bonus Lyot FOV for imaging
• 4QPM glow sticks
• Scattered light in the MRS detectors
• MIRI fringes

• Correctable to better than 6% (improved 
methods aiming for 1% under development)



NIRISS observing modes



NIRISS features and caveats

• Ghosts, lightsabers and scattered light
• Imprint of occulting spot
• Overlapping spectral orders in SOSS 

and contaminating sources
• Property of any slitless mode, but

requires some care in planning

• Availability of NIRISS imaging as prime
• New in Cycle 2



Scheduling and need for Survey programs

• The JWST instantaneous field of regard is smaller than for Hubble
• The JWST observatory has a restricted ability to roll from its nominal (~5 degrees)
• The scheduling system includes 

• observatory maintenance activities such as station keeping (orbit maintenance)
• angular momentum dumps
• wavefront sensing visits. 
• The system is designed to have minimal impact on science observations but these activities 

have high priority and might require to be scheduled between science visits in a program.

• Survey programs are designed to fill small gaps in the scheduling plan
• Experience with Cycle 1 indicates that about 200 hours of survey observations are needed. 
• There is no strict limit on visit duration, but visits longer than 90-100 minutes are more 

difficult to schedule and use as survey observations. 
• Survey observations should have minimal special scheduling requirements. 



The JWST Calibration Program

• Goal of the calibration program is to scientifically calibrate the 
instruments and monitor their behavior. 

• Commissioning did generally not calibrate the instrument
• Calibration observations are on-going for Cycle 1, and will continue in

future cycles.
• Will be informed by needs of approved science observations.
• JWST is a complex observatory, so it is possible to submit calibration 

proposals as GO.
• E.g., To calibrate modes not well supported by the existing calibration plan




